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Abstract
Under in ation targeting in ation exhibits negative serial correlation in the
United Kingdom, and little or no persistence in Canada, Sweden and New
Zealand, and estimates of the indexation parameter in hybrid New Keynesian
Phillips curves are either equal to zero,o rv e r yl o w ,i nall countries. Analogous
results hold for the Euro area–and for France, Germany, and Italy–under
European Monetary Union; for Switzerland under the new monetary regime;
and for the United States, the United Kingdom and Sweden under the Gold
Standard: under stable monetary regimes with clearly dened nominal anchors,
in ation appears to be (nearly) purely forward-looking, so that no mechanism
introducing backward-looking components is necessary to t the data.
These results question the notion that the intrinsic in ation persistence
found in post-WWII U.S. data–captured, in hybrid New Keynesian Phillips
curves, by a signicant extent of backward-looking indexation–is structural in
the sense of Lucas (1976), and suggest that building in ation persistence into
macroeconomic models as a structural feature is potentially misleading.
Quarterly Journal of Economics,f o r t h c o m i n g
 
Keywords: Inflation; European Monetary Union; inflation targeting; Gold Standard; 
Lucas critique; median-unbiased estimation; Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
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Non Technical Summary
O v e rt h el a s tt w e l v ey e a r si n  ation persistence has been one of the most intensely
investigated topics in macroeconomics. The inability of New Keynesian Phillips curve
models to replicate the high in ation persistence found in post-WWII U.S. data–rst
documented by Fuhrer and Moore (1995)–spawned a vast eort aimed at building
in ation persistence into macroeconomic models. From Fuhrer and Moore (1995) to
Blanchard and Gali (2007), several authors have proposed dierent mechanisms to
build in ation persistence into the the deep structure of the economy, thus making it
invariant to changes in the monetary regime.
Drawing on the experience of the European Monetary Union, of in ation-targeting
regimes, of the new Swiss ‘monetary policy concept’, and of the Gold Standard, the
present work documents how estimates of the indexation parameter in hybrid New
Keynesian Phillips curves are either equal to zero,o rv e r yl o w ,i nall in ation targeting
regimes; in the Euro area, Germany, Italy, and France under European Monetary
Union; in Switzerland under the new monetary regime; and in the United States, the
United Kingdom, and Sweden under the Gold standard.
These results question the notion that the intrinsic component of in ation persis-
tence many researchers have found in the past–captured, in hybrid New Keynesian
Phillips curves, by a signicant extent of backward-looking indexation–is structural
in the sense of Lucas (1976). Further, they suggest that building in ation persistence
into macroeconomic models as a structural feature is potentially misleading. In par-
ticular, both the computation of optimal monetary policies, and the evaluation of the
pros and cons of alternative monetary regimes, cannot be performed based on models
featuring intrinsic persistence. The reason, quite obviously, is that in both cases the
researcher needs a model which can be reasonably be regarded as structural in the
sense of Lucas (1976), and as this paper’s results show, intrinsic persistence models
clearly fail under this crucial dimension.6
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One might well expect that some years of experience with a regime in which in ation
is more stable than it was in the period 1965-85 would reduce the extent to which in ation
expectations vary with temporary variations in the in ation rate [...].
But under this view, it would be a mistake, in choosing a policy rule, to treat the
‘intrinsic in ation inertia’ that may have existed between 1970 and 1990 as inevitable; for
it should dissipate before too long under precisely the kind of policy rule that it would be
best to adopt.
–Michael Woodford1
[T]he launch of European Monetary Union and the establishment of a clearly dened
nominal anchor [was] the dening event that changed the very nature of the in ationary
process in the euro area. This institutional break has eradicated the “intrinsic” component
of the in ation formation mechanism, namely the extent to which economic agents–in re-
setting prices or negotiating wages–look at the past history of in ation, rather than into
the eyes of the central bank.
–Jean-Claude Trichet2
1 Introduction
In ation persistence has been, over the last decade, one of the most intensely in-
vestigated topics in macroeconomics. The inability of New Keynesian Phillips curve
models to replicate the high in ation persistence found in post-WWII U.S. data, rst
documented by Fuhrer and Moore (1995), spawned a vast eort aimed at building
in ation persistence into macroeconomic models. From Fuhrer and Moore (1995) to
Blanchard and Gali (2007), several authors have proposed dierent mechanisms to
build in ation persistence into the the deep structure of the economy, thus making it
invariant to changes in the monetary regime.
Building on the work of Buiter and Jewitt (1981), Fuhrer and Moore (1995) origi-
nally proposed a contracting model in which workers care about the level of their real
wage relative to those of previous and successive cohorts of workers, while, Gali and
Gertler (1999) postulated that a fraction of rms set their prices based on a backward-
looking rule of thumb, thus automatically introducing a backward-looking component
in aggregate in ation dynamics. So far, the most popular mechanism for building in-
 ation persistence into the structure of macroeconomic models is however the one
originally devised by Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005) (henceforth, CEE),
and extensively applied, inter alia, by Smets and Wouters and their co-authors,3
1See Woodford (2006).
2See Trichet (2007).
3See in particular Smets and Wouters (2003) and Smets and Wouters (2007).7
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based on the notion that rms which are not allowed to re-optimise their price will
change it nonetheless re ecting, either fully or partly, past average in ation.4
As stressed by Cogley and Sbordone (2005), however,
‘[...] from a theoretical point of view [indexation mechanisms are] not
too satisfactory, since dependence on past in a t i o ni si n t r o d u c e da sa nad
hoc feature.’
Further, as stressed by Woodford (2006), there are several reasons to be skeptical
of models featuring indexation to past in ation.
‘One is the lack of direct microeconomic evidence for the indexation
of prices [...]. Another is the lack of a plausible argument for why such
a practice should be adopted universally–not only in environments with
large and persistent swings in the in ation rate, but also when in ation is
stable which is what one must assume if the model is treated as structural
for purposes of policy analysis.’
The present paper is conceptually related to Woodford’s second point. Abstracting
from the specic way in which intrinsic in ation persistence is hardwired into macro
models, the crucial question that ought to be asked of this entire literature is, in my
view, a simple one:
Is the intrinsic persistence found in U.S. post-WWII data–captured,
in hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curves, by a signicant extent of backward-
looking indexation–structural in the sense of Lucas (1976)?
1.1 Is intrinsic persistence structural in the sense of Lucas
(1976)?
A common theme among the vast majority of the papers in this literature is that the
high in ation persistence found in post-WWII U.S. data is regarded–either explicitly
or implicitly–as a structural feature, to be hardwired into the deep structure of the
economy. Notable exceptions to this position are represented by the work of Andrew
Levin and his co-authors,5 and especially by that of Tim Cogley and Argia Sbordone,6
who show that, once controlling for shifts in the low-frequency component of in ation,
it is not possible to reject the null that U.S. post-WWII in ation is purely forward-
looking.
4See also the ‘sticky-information’ model of Mankiw and Reis (2002), and Sims’ conceptually
related ‘rational inattention’ approach–see Sims (2003) and Sims (2006).
5See Erceg and Levin (2003), Levin and Piger (2003) and Coenen, Levin, and Christoel (2007).
6See Cogley and Sbordone (2005) and Sbordone (2007).8
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But are we really sure that high in ation persistence truly is structural in the sense
of Lucas (1976)? What is, in fact, the empirical evidence in favor of such position?
As a simple matter of logic, the only way to provide evidence in its favor would
be to show that its extent remains virtually unchanged across dierent monetary
regimes. The reason, quite obviously, is that only a signicant extent of variation in
the monetary policy rule allows the researcher to disentangle what is structural in
t h es e n s eo fL u c a s( 1 9 7 6 )f r o mw h a ti ti sn o t . 7
1.2 This paper: main results, and implications for macroeco-
nomic modelling and policy
Drawing on the experience of the European Monetary Union, of in ation-targeting
regimes, and of the Gold Standard, the present work
• documents, within a reduced-form context, the negative serial correlation of
U.K. in ation, and the (near) white noiseness of Canadian, Swedish, and New
Zealand’s in ation under in ation targeting; it documents the low-to-non-existent
extent of in ation persistence in the Euro area–and in Germany, France, and
Italy–under European Monetary Union, and in Switzerland under the new
monetary regime;8 and it reasserts the well-known absence of in ation persis-
tence in the United States, the United Kingdom and Sweden under the Gold
standard.
• Working within a structural context, it documents how estimates of the indexa-
tion parameter in hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curves are either equal to zero,
or very low, in all in ation targeting regimes; in the Euro area, Germany, Italy,
and France under European Monetary Union; in Switzerland under the new
monetary regime; and in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Sweden
under the Gold standard.
These results question the notion that the intrinsic component of in ation persis-
tence many researchers have found in the past–captured, in hybrid New Keynesian
Phillips curves, by a signicant extent of backward-looking indexation–is structural
7This is conceptually in line with Friedman and Schwartz (1963)’s position that the lead of money
growth over in ation, having remained largely unchanged since the Gold Standard era, should be
regarded, for all practical purposes, as a structural feature of the economy.
8After implementing monetary targeting almost uninterruptedly since 1974, at the end of 1999
the Swiss National Bank (SNB) announced a new ‘monetary policy concept’. While, before January
2000, the SNB only had a strong but generic committment to price stability, without ever providing
a specic numerical objective, a key element of the new concept is an explicit denition of price
stability. Under the new concept, the SNB “[...] denes price stability in the same manner as
the European Central Bank,[ a s ]aC P Ii n  ation rate of less than 2 per cent per year.” (Jordan,
Peytrignet, and Rich (2000)).9
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in the sense of Lucas (1976). Further, they suggest that, for several important ap-
plications, models featuring ‘hardwired’ in ation persistence may deliver incorrect
answers.9 In particular, while–in the spirit of Leeper and Zha (2003)’s work on
‘modest’ policy interventions–it might still be possible to use such models to analyse
the consequences of ‘small’ policy changes within as p e c i c regime, the analysis of
drastic regime changes, like the introduction of a price-level targeting regime, would
most likely produce unreliable results. The reason, quite obviously, is that for these
applications the researcher needs a model which can be reasonably be regarded as
structural in the sense of Lucas (1976), and as my results show, models featuring
‘hardwired’ persistence clearly fail under this crucial dimension. By the same to-
ken, it is not clear to which extent these models can be used for the computation
of optimal monetary policies. To the extent that the optimal policy conditional on
the estimated model (and therefore, conditional on a specic estimated extent of in-
trinsic persistence) turns out to be signicantly dierent from the policy which had
been conducted over the sample period used for estimation, the very implementation
of such policy would render it–quite paradoxically–not optimal any longer, for the
simple reason that it would change the structure of the economy. So, quite bizarrely,
an optimally computed policy could be regarded as reliable if and only if it were suf-
ciently close to the policy which had already been followed over the sample period,
with the consequence that the reliable computation of optimal policies could only be
used to validate policies which are already being followed!
The paper is organised as follows. The next section presents, for the post-WWII
period, reduced-form evidence on in ation’s statistical persistence from xed-coe!cients
AR(p) models based on the Hansen (1999) ‘grid bootstrap’ MUB estimator of the
sum of the AR coe!cients; and structural evidence based on Bayesian estimates of
New Keynesian sticky-price DSGE models featuring Phillips curves with indexation.
Section 3 presents analogous evidence for the metallic standards era, while Section 4
concludes.
2 The Post-WWII Period
2.1 Reduced-form evidence
In order to motivate the next sub-section’s structural investigation, we start by pre-
senting evidence on in ation’s statistical persistence–i.e., its extent of serial correlation–
for each country and monetary regime10 based on xed-coe!cients AR(p)m o d -
9On this, see in particular Sbordone (2007). A symmetric risk, as it was pointed out by a referee,
‘is the risk of conducting monetary policy under the assumption that in ation is not structurally
persistent, when in fact it is.’ The impact of the degree of structural persistence on optimal monetary
policy is analysed by Coenen and Smets (2003).
10Appendix B discusses and motivates our choices of how to break down the overall sample periods.
In several cases such choices are obvious, being dictated by clear changes in the monetary framework.10
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els estimated via the Hansen (1999) ‘grid bootstrap’ median-unbiased (MUB) es-
timator of the sum of the autoregressive coe!cients. Specically, for each country,
regime/period, and in ation series11 we estimate via OLS the AR(s)m o d e l 12
w =  + !1w31 + !2w32 + === + !sw3s + xw (1)
selecting the lag order based on the Schwartz information criterion (SIC) for a max-
imum possible number of lags S=6.13 We then compute both median-unbiased esti-
mates of our preferred measure of persistence–which, following Andrews and Chen
(1994), we take it to be the sum of the autoregressive coe!cients,  14–and 90%-
coverage condence intervals, via the Hansen (1999) ‘grid bootstrap’ procedure.15
Finally, for each sub-period we deconvolute the probability density function (hence-
forth, PDF) of the median-unbiased estimate of  via the procedure described in
Appendix C, and based on the deconvoluted PDFs we compute p-values for the test
of no change in  between successive sub-periods.
2.1.1 In ation-targeting countries
Starting from the United Kingdom, whose experience is especially interesting for the
present purposes, Table 1 shows MUB estimates of  by regime/period, while Ta-
ble 2 reports the bootstrapped p-values for testing the null of no change in  across
sub-periods. As Table 1 clearly shows, under in ation targeting in ation is estimated
to have been, so far, negatively serially correlated,16 although statistically indistin-
This is the case, for example, of the introduction of in ation targeting in the U.K., Sweden, New
Zealand, and Canada, and of the launch of European Monetary Union. In other cases the choice is
less clear-cut, as is the case of the post-Bretton Woods era for the U.S., which we break into the
Great In ation episode and the period following the Volcker stabilisation.
11We compute in ation as the non-annualised quarter-on-quarter rate of change of the relevant
price index. Appendix A describes in detail our dataset.
12In the case of seasonally unadjusted series, we augment (1) with three seasonal dummies.
13Specically, for each in ation series we select the lag order based on the model estimated over
the full sample.
14As shown by Andrews and Chen (1994), the sum of the autoregressive coe!cients maps one-
to-one into two alternative measures of persistence, the cumulative impulse-response function to a
one-time innovation and the spectrum at the frequency zero. Andrews and Chen (1994) also contain
an extensive discussion of why an alternative measure favored, e.g., by Stock (1991), the largest
autoregressive root, may provide a misleading indication of the true extent of persistence of the
series depending on the specic values taken by the other autoregressive roots.
15Specically, following Hansen (1999, section III.A) we recast (1) into the augmented Dickey-
Fuller form w =  + w1 + 1w1 + === + s1w(s1) + xw and we simulate the sampling
distribution of the w-statistic w=(ˆ -)/ˆ V(ˆ ),w h e r eˆ  is the OLS estimate of ,a n dˆ V(ˆ ) is its estimated
standard error, over a grid of possible values [ˆ -4ˆ V(ˆ ); ˆ +4ˆ V(ˆ )], with step increments equal to 0.01.
For each of the possible values in the grid, we consider 1,999 replications. Both the median-unbiased
estimates of , and the 90% condence intervals, are based on the bootstrapped distribution of the
w-statistic.
16This is consistent with the notion that the current monetary regime contains, de facto, a slight
component of mean-reversion in the (log) price level. It is interesting to notice that, compared to the11
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guishable from white noise, based on all the three price indices we consider.17 In
stark contrast with the current regime, the period between 1972 and 1992–a signif-
icant portion of which had been characterised by the complete lack of any nominal
anchor–exhibited very high persistence based on each single series, with point esti-
mates of  ranging from 0.89 to 0.95, and upper limits of 90% condence intervals
ranging between 0.98 and 1.04. Bretton Woods displayed low serial correlation, with
point estimates of  around 0.40, and upper limits of the 90% condence intervals
equal to 0.69 and 0.79. Finally, and intriguingly, the turbulent interwar period only
displayed some mild evidence of serial correlation. The p-values reported in Table
2 uniformly point towards changes in persistence following both the  oating of the
pound vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar, in June 1972, and the introduction of in ation tar-
geting, in October 1992, while there is no evidence that persistence under Bretton
Woods was any die r e n tf r o mw h a ti tw a sd u r i n gt h ei n t e r w a re r a .
Moving to the other three in ation-targeting countries (see Tables 3 and 4) evi-
dence clearly points, once again, against the notion of in ation as a uniformly highly
persistent process. While the period between the collapse of Bretton Woods and
the introduction of in ation targeting was indeed characterised by very high persis-
tence in both Canada and New Zealand–with very high estimates of , and upper
limits of the 90% condence intervals beyond one–under in ation targeting, in line
with the U.K. experience, in ation persistence has been, so far, low-to-non-existent
in all three countries.18 In particular, for all countries, and based on either the GDP
de ator or the CPI,19 it is not possible to reject the null that in ation is currently
white noise, while the null of a unit root can uniformly be rejected. As for the other
regimes/periods, Bretton Woods exhibits very little persistence for both Sweden and
New Zealand, while for Canada serial correlation appears to have been somewhat
higher. Finally, the interwar era does not exhibit any clear-cut pattern.
results reported in Benati’s (2006) Table B, for the in ation-targeting regime the extent of negative
serial correlation has increased for all the three series. This suggests that the evidence is becoming
stronger as time passes, and the data accumulate.
17From the perspective of New Keynesian models, the nding that in ation is statistically indis-
tinguishable from white noise may appear at rst sight puzzling. Given that the driving variable
in the Phillips curve is either the marginal cost or the output gap, and given that a change in the
monetary regime cannot logically be expected to render any of the two variables white noise, it is not
clear, at rst sight, how in ation can become completely serially uncorrelated. The key issue here,
however, is that, as it is well known, estimates of the elasticity with respect to the marginal cost or
the output gap–the parameter  in equation (3) below–are very low, being usually around 0.05.
As a result, the dominant in uence on the serial correlation properties of in ation comes from the
indexation component, which, as this paper shows, changes indeed systematically across monetary
regimes.
18It is important to stress that a median-unbiased estimate of  equal to 0.5–which, based on the
estimates reported in Tables 1 and 3, is the highest value among in ation-targeting regimes–implies
a half-life of reduced-form in ation shocks of just three months.
19With the only exception of New Zealand based on the CPI.12
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2.1.2 The Euro area
Tables 5 and 6 report median-unbiased estimates of ,a n db o o t s t r a p p e dp-values
for testing the null of no change in  across sub-periods, for both the Euro area
considered as a whole and its three largest economies. In spite of the signicant
extent of uncertainty associated with the estimates for the EMU period–which, given
the short sample, is simply unavoidable–the picture emerging from the two tables
points towards a fall in in ation persistence following the introduction of European
Monetary Union. The fall is especially apparent for the Euro area considered as
a whole and for France, based on both point estimates and bootstrapped p-values,
while evidence for Germany and Italy is mixed. For Italy, in particular, there is a
clear decrease in the point estimates based on either price index, but the p-value is
signicant only based on the GDP de ator. For Germany the fall in ˆ  is apparent
based on the CPI, but the p-values are never signicant.
2.1.3 The United States
Tables 7 and 8 present what is–to the very best of my knowledge–the most ex-
tensive investigation to date on changes in U.S. in ation persistence over time and
across monetary regimes since the Colonial era. Focussing, for the time being, on the
post-WWII period, several ndings emerge from the tables. Results for the full Bret-
ton Woods regime (December 1946-August 1971) point towards a comparatively low
extent of persistence, while those for the more proper sub-sample March 1951-August
1971 (following the FED-Treasury Accord) point towards very high persistence, with
point estimates of  in excess on one for four series out of ve. As for the Great In a-
tion episode, although for four series out of ve the upper limit of the 90% condence
interval is beyond one, point estimates, ranging between 0.72 and 0.77, are quite sur-
prisingly comparatively low, thus highlighting the importance of controlling for the
dramatic shift in equilibrium in ation which took place in the 1970s.20 Finally, as for
the period following the end of the Volcker stabilisation, for which the controversy
over a possible decrease in persistence is more heated, our results point towards very
high persistence based on either the GDP(GNP) or the PCE de ator–with point es-
timates equal to either 0.80 or 0.91, and upper limits of the 90%-coverage condence
intervals equal to either 1.03 or 1.04–and much lower persistence based on the CPI.
Based on the seasonally unadjusted CPI series, in particular, U.S. in ation appears,
today, indistinguishable from white noise, with a point estimate of 0.08, and a 90%
condence interval stretching from -0.17 to 0.33. Although intriguing, we regard the
CPI-based results as anomalous and puzzling. Anomalous because, dierent from,
e.g., the United Kingdom, for which results based on any of the three price indices we
consider uniformly point in the same direction, results for the CPI are here in contrast
20This is in line with Cecchetti and Debelle (2004)’s conclusion that ‘the conventional wisdom
that in ation has a high level of persistence is not robust. Once one controls for a break in the mean
of in ation, measured persistence is considerably lower.’13
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with those based on the GDP(GNP) and PCE de ators; and puzzling because the
PCE de ator and the CPI share many individual sub-indices,21 so that we should not
expect to nd such a marked dierence between their serial correlation properties.
How do my results for the post-Volcker stabilisation period relate to the previous
literature? Based on a Bayesian time-varying parameters VAR, Cogley and Sargent
(2002) rst produced evidence suggesting a fall in U.S. in ation persistence around
the time of the Volcker stabilisation, subsequently showing22 such result to be robust
to Stock (2002)’s criticism that it was the gment of not controlling for changes in
the VAR’s covariance matrix. Pivetta and Reis (2006), however, questioned Cogley
and Sargent’s ndings on the grounds of statistical signicance, arguing that once
one takes into account the uncertainty surrounding median estimates, the null of
no change in U.S. in ation persistence over the post-WWII era cannot be rejected.
Cogley and Sargent (2006), however, show that once one focusses on the deviation
of in ation from a time-varying equilibrium (what they label as the ‘in ation gap’)
the evidence of a fall in persistence is very strong, especially based on multivariate
methods.23 So, since I am here focussing not on Cogley and Sargent’s ‘in ation
gap’, bur rather, as in Pivetta and Reis (2006), on in ation itself, my nding of high
persistence for the period following the Volcker stabilisation is in principle compatible
with the ndings reported in both papers.
2.1.4 Japan and Switzerland
Finally, Tables 9 and 10 report results for Switzerland and Japan. For our purposes,
the Swiss experience is especially interesting because exactly like Germany, it pursued,
over the entire post-WWII period, a consistently ‘hard-money, low-in ation’ policy,
but only in January 2000 it introduced an explicit numerical target for in ation. A
comparison between the period before 2000 and the current monetary regime may
therefore provide evidence on whether an explicit numerical target, added on the top
of an already strongly counter-in ationary stance, may make a dierence. Empirical
evidence–although inevitably tentative, given the short sample period for the current
regime–overall suggests that it does, with point estimates clearly suggesting a fall
in persistence under the current regime. It is important to stress, however, how
uncertainty is currently still very high, so that more data are needed before it is
p o s s i b l et ob es u !ciently condent of such fall in persistence.
On the other hand, evidence for Japan–a country which, since the collapse of
Bretton Woods, has not had any nominal anchor whatsoever–does not point towards
any change in persistence over the most recent years. While persistence is estimated
21I wish to thank an anonymous referee for bringing this issue to my attention.
22See Cogley and Sargent (2005).
23In a conceptually related paper, Stock and Watson (2007) model U.S. post-WWII in ation as
the sum of a stochastic trend and a serially uncorrelated transitory component, identifying large
changes in the variance of the innovation to the permanent component, which is currently‘ estimated
to be at a record low since 1954’.14
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to have signicantly increased following the collapse of Bretton Woods, the period
following the end of the Great In ation still exhibits, in line with the U.S. experience,
comparatively high persistence, and the null of a unit root cannot be rejected for
either of the two series.
2.2 Structural evidence from estimated sticky-price DSGE
models
Although intriguing, the reduced-form results reported in the previous section are
subject to the obvious criticism that statistical in ation persistence is neither neces-
sary nor su!cient for structural in ation persistence, which, at the end of the day, is
what truly matters, especially for monetary policy purposes. In this section I therefore
proceed to a structural investigation based on estimated sticky-price DSGE models
featuring hybrid Phillips curves. The main goal is to ascertain whether the intrinsic,
structural component of in ation persistence–captured, in hybrid Phillips curves, by
the extent of backward-looking indexation–does or does not change systematically
across monetary regimes. Evidence that the extent of backward-looking indexation
is not structurally stable across dierent regime would indeed provide clear evidence
that, in line with Woodford’s (2006) quotation in the Introduction, intrinsic persis-
tence is not structural in the sense of Lucas (1976).
2.2.1 The model
T h em o d e lw eu s ei nw h a tf o l l o w si sg i v e nb y
|w = |w+1|w +( 1 )|w31  







w31 + |w + >w, >w  ZQ(0>
2
) (3)
where w and |w,a r ei n  ation and the output gap,24  is the forward-looking com-
ponent in the intertemporal IS curve,  is price setters’ extent of indexation to past
in ation, and >w and |>w are reduced-form disturbances to the two variables. (All of
the variables in (2)-(3) are expressed as log-deviations from a non-stochastic steady-
state.) By imposing the white noiseness of >w in (3) we are essentially ‘stacking the
cards against ourselves’, thus forcing all existing persistence to be absorbed by the
structural component. Our key result of (near) absence of structural persistence un-
der EMU, in ation-targeting, the new Swiss monetary regime and, in Section 3, the
Gold Standard will therefore be all the more striking. We close the model with a
Taylor rule with smoothing,
Uw = Uw31 +( 1 )[!w + !||w]+U>w, U>w = UU>w31 +˜ U>w (4)
24The robustness of our results to replacing the output gap with a measure of the marginal cost
is investigated in section 2.2.3.15
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where Uw is the nominal rate, and U>w is a disturbance to the monetary rule.
2.2.2 Bayesian estimation
We estimate (2)-(4) via Bayesian methods. Our preference for the use of a Bayesian,
as opposed to a Classical approach is motivated by the fact that estimation attempts
based on pure maximum likelihood tended to produce, in general, fragile results. We
eschew GMM, on the other hand, because within the present context the quality of
the instruments, and therefore the reliability of the estimates, is in principle not inde-
pendent of monetary policy, and on the contrary is crucially aected by it. Intuitively,
under monetary regimes which are very successful at stabilising in ation–like Euro-
pean Monetary Union, in ation targeting regimes, and the new Swiss ‘monetary pol-
icy concept’–the quality of the instruments for in ation should be logically expected
to be low, for the simple reason that, in principle, any information such variables
may contain on future in ation  uctuations will be used by the monetary authority
to move interest rates in order to counter deviations of in ation from equilibrium.
As a consequence, these variables will exhibit, ex post, little informational content,
precisely because the monetary authority has already exploited part or all of such
information to keep in ation under control. This point–which is conceptually in line
with Woodford (1994)–is extensively analysed by Mavroedis in two recent papers.
As stressed by Mavroeidis (2004),
‘the main sources of weak identication in forward-looking models [...]
are that: (i) the forcing variables have limited dynamics, and/or (ii) the
unpredictable variation in future endogenous variables is large relative to
what is predictable based on available instruments.’
As he stresses in his discussion of identication of forward-looking Taylor rules
(the problem for New Keynesian Phillips curves is, conceptually, exactly the same),
‘the more successful the policy, the more in ation forecasts converge to
the actual in a t i o nt a r g e t ,a n dt h el e s st h e yd e p e n do nc u r r e n ta n dp a s t
data, which is a necessary condition for a forward-looking Taylor rule to
be empirically identied.’
So, given the lack of reliability, in principle, of GMM estimates within the present
context, and the previously mentioned fragility or results based on FIML, we regard
a full-information Bayesian approach as the only valid alternative left.
The following two sub-sections describe our choices for the priors and the Random-
Walk Metropolis algorithm we use to get draws from the posterior.16
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Priors Following, e.g., Lubik and Schorfheide (2004) and Ana n dSchorfheide (2006),
all structural parameters are assumed, for the sake of simplicity, to be ap r i o r iinde-
pendent from one another. Table 11 reports the parameters’ prior densities, together
with two key objects characterising them, the mode and the standard deviation. While
most of our choices are standard in the literature, a few details of our parameterisation
deserve some discussion.
First, dierent from the vast majority of the literature, we calibrate the Gamma,
inverse Gamma, and Beta prior densities in terms of the mode of the distribution,
rather than in terms of the mean–specically, we calibrate the densities so that our
‘preferred values’ for the parameters of interest are equal to the mode. The key reason
for doing so is in order to give the maximal amount of prior weight to our ‘preferred
values’, which, on the other hand, would not be the case if calibration were performed
in such a way as to make the densities’ means equal to such values.
Second, dierent from several papers in the literature, we adopt a perfectly  at
(i.e., uniform) prior for the indexation parameter, . The key reason for doing so is
in order to ‘let the data speak’ as freely as possible on the crucial feature of interest.
Getting draws from the posterior via Random-Walk Metropolis We nu-
merically maximise the log posterior–dened as ln O(|\ )+l nS(), where  is
the vector collecting the model’s structural parameters, O(|\ ) is the likelihood of 
conditional on the data, and S() is the prior–via simulated annealing (for a full
description of the methodology, see Appendix D.1) We then generate draws from the
posterior distribution of the model’s structural parameters via the Random Walk
Metropolis (henceforth, RWM) algorithm as described in, e.g., An and Schorfheide
(2006). In implementing the RWM algorithm we exactly follow An and Schorfheide
(2006, Section 4.1), with the single exception of the method we use to calibrate
the covariance matrix’s scale factor–the parameter c below–for which we follow the
methodology described in Appendix D.2. As the fractions of accepted draws reported
in Tables 12 and 15 show, our methodology is quite successful at producing fractions
close to the ideal one (in high dimensions) of 0.23.25
Let then ˆ  and ˆ P be the mode of the maximised log posterior and its estimated
Hessian, respectively.26 We start the Markov chain of the RWM algorithm by drawing

(0) from Q(ˆ , f2ˆ P). For v = 1, 2, ..., Q we then draw ˜  from the proposal distribution
Q(
(v31), f2ˆ P), accepting the jump (i.e., 
(v) = ˜ ) with probability min {1, u(
(v31),









We run a burn-in sample of 200,000 draws which we then discard. After that, we run
25See Gelman, Carlin, Stern, and Rubin (1995).
26We compute ˆ 	 numerically as in An and Schorfheide (2006).17
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a sample of 500,000 draws, keeping every draw out of 100 in order to decrease the
draws’ autocorrelation.
2.2.3 Empirical evidence27
Table 12 reports, for each country and sample period, the modes and the 5th and 95th
percentiles of the posterior distributions for all the model’s structural parameters.
Starting from the Euro area considered as a whole, the contrast between the full-
sample results and those for the EMU sub-sample could not be starker. While, over
the entire sample, indexation is estimated to have been remarkably high–with the
mode of the posterior distribution at 0.864–since January 1999 structural persistence
has all but disappeared, with a modal estimate equal to just 0.025.28 Qualitatively
the same results hold for the three largest EMU countries, with the (near) complete
disappearance of structural persistence under the current regime. Under this respect
the case of Germany is especially interesting, because, exactly like Switzerland, it
has pursued a consistently counter-in ationary policy over the entire post-WWII
period. And indeed its modal estimate of the indexation parameter over the full
sample, at 0.427, is clearly lower than those for France and Italy, equal to 0.826
and 0.679, respectively. At the same time, however, a comparison between estimates
of indexation for Germany for the full sample and for the current regime clearly
point towards a decrease in indexation, with the modal estimate dropping to 0.019.
Although inevitably tentative, given the short sample length for the current regime,
these results therefore clearly suggest that the launch of EMU did indeed make a
dierence even for Germany.
The same qualitative picture also holds for in ation-targeting countries, with com-
paratively high estimated indexation for both the United Kingdom and Canada based
on the full sample, and a near-complete lack of structural persistence under in ation
targeting for all countries, with the single possible exception of Canada, which, with
indexation estimated at 0.19, displays some very weak evidence of persistence.
27All of the results reported in Tables 12-15 are based on the GDP de ator, but an alternative set
of qualitatively similar results based on the CPI (in the case of the United States, the PCE de ator)
are available upon request.
28As pointed out by an anonymous referee, an important point to stress is that changes in the
monetary policy rule across regimes are incapable–by themselves–to replicate the changes in in-
 ation’s statistical persistence we see in the data, so that changes in the indexation parameter are
necessary in order replicate such feature of the data. This can be easily illustrated based on the
models estimated for the Eurozone. Simulating the model estimated for full sample conditional on
!=5, a remarkably aggressive monetary rule, and estimating AR(s)m o d e l sf o ri n  ation (selecting
the lag order based on AIC) we obtain a median of the distribution of the sum of the AR coe!-
cients equal to 0.662. (This is based on 1,000 simulations of length W=1,000.) By the same token,
simulating the model estimated for the EMU period conditional on !=0.85 (close to the boundary
between determinacy and indeterminacy) we get a median of the distribution equal to 0.331. This
clearly shows that the impact of shifts in monetary policy is by no means su!cient to replicate the
changes in the serial correlation properties of in ation across regimes.18
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Finally, results for Switzerland are exactly in line with those for Germany, with
indexation estimated at 0.377 over the whole sample, and virtually at zero under the
current monetary regime. Although once again inevitably tentative, given the short
length of the most recent sample period, results for Switzerland therefore suggest
that the introduction of an explicit numerical objective for in ation, on the top of
an already strongly counter-in ationary policy, does indeed make a dierence. In-
triguingly, this nding is conceptually in line with the theoretical analysis of Aoki
and Kimura (2007). Based on a simple New Keynesian model, they show that un-
certainty on the part of the public on the central bank’s in ation objective creates
a complicated ‘hall of mirrors’ eect involving higher order expectations. On the
one hand the public is compelled to learn about the central bank’s objective. On
the other hand, however, the central bank, for stabilisation purposes, has to form an
estimate of the public’s estimate of its own objective. As Aoki and Kimura show,
this mechanism, by causing higher order expectations to become relevant, gives rise
to high persistence and high volatility of macroeconomic time series even within an
environment of white noise structural shocks.
The contrast between the previous results and those for the United States and
Japan is simply striking. For both countries results based on the full samples pro-
duce, unsuprisingly, strong evidence of high structural persistence, which is especially
clear for the United States. Following the end of the Great In ation, however, the
estimated extent of indexation, although lower than that based on the full sample,
is still clearly there for both countries, with modal estimates of  equal to 0.619 and
0.457 respectively.
The results reported in Table 12–and in particular, the contrast between those
for in ation-targeting countries, EMU, and the Swiss new monetary regime, on the
one hand, and those for the United States and Japan–which, following the end of the
Great In ation, are only characterised by a generic commitment to price stability, but
without any clearly dened anchor–suggest to us several re ections. In particular
• they question the notion that the intrinsic persistence many researchers have
previously found in post-WWII U.S. data is structural in the sense of Lucas
(1976).
• They show that under stable monetary regimes with clearly dened nominal
anchors intrinsic persistence is not necessary to t the data,s ot h a t – t oa
rst approximation, and from a strictly macroeconomic point of view29–purely
forward-looking New Keynesian Phillips curves fare (near) perfectly well.
• Finally, conceptually in line with the analysis of Aoki and Kimura (2007), they
suggest that the introduction of an explicit numerical target on the top of an
already strongly counterin ationary monetary policy does make a dierence.
29By this we mean that, as it is well known, there are several microeconomic stylised facts con-
cerning price-setting behavior that simple New Keynesian models fail to replicate.19
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Robustness to alternative priors for the coe!cient on in a t i o ni nt h em o n -
etary rule An important dimension along which these results ought to be checked
is robustness to alternative priors for the coe!cient on in ation in the monetary rule.
Although our prior for !, centered at 1.5, is standard in the literature, in principle
one could envisage a situation in which in reality the central bank were signicantly
more aggressive, so that having a prior less aggressive than the true value might
bias downward the estimates of the indexation parameter. In order to check for this
possibility we have re-estimated the models for the Euro area and its three largest
countries under EMU, for Switzerland under the new monetary regime, and for the
four in ation-targeting countries with two alternative modes for the prior distribution
for !, 3 and 4.5. Results, reported in Table 13, clearly show our previously discussed
ndings to be robust along this dimension.
Robustness to using marginal cost measures A second important dimension
along which the robustness of these results should be checked is the use of the output
gap in the Phillips curve equation–after all, the authentic driving variable in the New
Keynesian Phillips curve is the marginal cost, and only under special circumstances
it can legitimately be replaced by the output gap. While we have not been able
to obtain reasonable proxies for the marginal cost for all countries and all sample
periods, for two countries, the United States and the United Kingdom, we have been
able to construct measures of the labor share,30 the most extensively used marginal
cost proxy, for the post-WWII era.
Table 14 reports the modes of the posterior distributions of the indexation pa-
rameters,31 together with the 90%-coverage condence intervals, both for the full
post-WWII sample periods, and for the most recent sub-period, based on model (2)-
( 4 ) ,w h e r et h eo u t p u tg a pi n( 3 )h a sb e e nr e p l a c e db yt h el a b o rs h a r e .A st h et a b l e
clearly shows, replacing the output gap with the labor share does not produce any
signicant change in the previously discussed results. Focussing on the modes of the
distributions, in particular, for the United States indexation is still estimated to have
been remarkably high, in excess of 0.80, over the full sample period, and to have
instead been lower, but still comparatively high, after the Volcker disin ation. As
for the United Kingdom, the dramatic contrast between the full-sample results and
t h o s ef o rt h ei n  ation-targeting regime is still there, thus clearly showing that, at
least for these two countries, our results are completely independent of the specic
driving variable that is used in the Phillips curve.
30For a detailed discussion of how we constructed the labor share measures, see Appendix A.
31For reasons of space we do not report results for all parameters. The full set of results is however
available from the author upon request.20
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3 The Metallic Standards Era
Turning to the metallic standards era, several issues ought to be discussed before
turning to the empirical evidence.32
First, to the extent that old prices series are most likely contaminated by a non-
negligible random measurement error, this automatically introduces negative serial
correlation in their rst dierences, thus biasing downwards persistence estimates.
Although the problem is obviously potentially there, unfortunately it is not clear at
all how to even gauge an idea of the likely extent of its impact, and in what follows
I will therefore ignore it. In principle, it is however important to keep this caveat in
mind when assessing the empirical evidence that follows.
A second important issue is to what extent price stickiness under metallic stan-
dards was dierent from the modern era. Given that, ceteris parisbus,a ni n c r e a s ei n
price stickiness automatically causes an increase in in ation persistence within sticky-
price models, one possible explanation for the lack of persistence under metallic stan-
dards is that, under those regimes, prices used to be signicantly more  exible than
today. Although intuitively sensible, this conjecture is however at odds with available
empirical evidence. Kackmeister (2008), in particular, compares price micro-data for
the years 1889-1891 with corresponding micro-data for the years 1997-1999 for match-
ing sets of goods. Compared with the more recent period, the former one exhibits
a lower–rather than higher–frequency of price changes. As Kackmeister points
out, ‘[t]he number of price changes in the 1889-1891 data is one-f t ho ft h a ti nt h e
1997-1999 data despite a similar number of rst-dierenced observations.’ Although
Kackmeister’s evidence is limited to a specics e to fg o o d s ,t a k e na tf a c ev a l u ei t
suggests that, if price stickiness were the only determinant of in ation persistence,
persistence under the Gold Standard should have been higher than it is today, rather
than lower.
A third issue is the nature of metallic standards compared with contemporary
regimes, and its likely impact on the extent of indexation we should logically expect
to nd in the data. As it is well known–see, e.g., Barro (1982), or Barro (1979)–a
fundamental dierence between metallic and contemporary standards is that, to a
rst approximation, the former used to render stationary the price level, rather than
the in ation rate. As a consequence, we might logically expect to detect, under these
regimes, a negative extent of indexation, as rational economic agents expect that any
positive shock to the price level will be reversed in the future. Because of this, in this
section the uniform prior for  is dened over [-1; 1], rather than over [0; 1] as in the
previous section.
Finally, as we will discuss in Section 3.2, given the obvious implausibility of a
Taylor rule as reasonable description of the workings of a metallic standards regime,
i nt h es t r u c t u r a lp a r tw ew i l lu s eas h o r t - c u t ,b ys i m p l ym o d e l l i n gt h ee v o l u t i o no f
the monetary base, which under such standards maintained, to a rst approximation,
32I wish to thank the Editor and three anonymous refereees for bringing these issues out.21
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a one-to-one link with the stock of base metal.
3.1 Evidence on statistical persistence
Starting from the reduced-form results, in line with previous evidence for the United
States,33 Tables 1, 3, and 7 clearly show statistical persistence to have been entirely
a b s e n tf r o mt h ep r e - 1 9 1 4w o r l d ,a n dt oo n l yh a v ea p p e a r e da f t e rt h ec o l l a p s eo ft h e
Classical Gold Standard.
In the United States, in particular, persistence appears to have been virtually
absent under metallic standards–either de facto or de jure, and based on either
gold or silver–with Hansen MUB estimates of  ranging from -0.02 to 0.24, and
the lower and upper limits of bootstrapped 90% condence intervals ranging from -
0.27 to 0.36. The Colonial era, too, exhibited no persistence whatsoever, but given the
sheer peculiarity of Colonial monetary arrangements34, the implications of this nding
are not clear-cut. Finally, the ‘greenback period’, during which the gold standard
was temporarily suspended, and the U.S. was operating under a at money regime,
exhibits very little persistence too. Such a n d i n ga p p e a r sa se s p e c i a l l yi n t r i g u i n g
given that this period comprises the single most catastrophic event in U.S. history,
the Civil War.35
Results for the United Kingdom clearly show that, historically in the U.K. high
in ation persistence appears to have been the exception, rather than the rule: con-
sistent with the results for the U.S., persistence appears to have been entirely absent
under the Gold Standard, either de facto or de jure. Finally, results for Sweden are
in line with those we just mentioned, with a median-unbiased estimate of  equal to
just 0.28.
3.2 Structural estimation
Given, as we mentioned, the implausibility of a Taylor rule as a reasonable description
of a metallic standard, we (2)-(3) with an AR(1) specication for the rate of growth
of base money, and a money demand equation coming from log-linearisation of the
rst-order conditions on the money-bonds market,
w = w31 + >w, >w = >w31 +˜ >w (5)
pw  sw = #|w  Uw + y>w, y>w = yy>w31 +˜ y>w (6)
33The white-noiseness of U.S. in ation under the Classical Gold Standard had already been doc-
umented by, e.g., Shiller and Siegel (1977) and Barsky (1987).
34On this, see e.g. Smith (1985a) and Smith (1985b).
35One possible explanation for the lack of serial correlation during the greenback period is that,
under rational expectations, the expectation that after the Civil War the Gold Standard would be
restored at the prewar parity–as it actually happened in January 1879–would have been su!cient
to anchor in ation expectations, thus preventing in ation from ‘taking o’ and acquiring persistence.22
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with >w and y>w being a shock to base money growh and a disturbance to the rate of
growth of velocity, respectively. Such specication for the monetary rule–postulating
that the money stock evolves according to an exogenous process–deserves some dis-
cussion. As it is well known,36 under the Gold standard the evolution of the stock
of base metal was indeed partly exogenous and partly endogenous. The former com-
ponent re ected exogenous in uences on gold production, e.g., the invention of the
cyanide process in the second half of the XIX century, or the discovery of Califor-
nia’s gold elds. The latter originated from the self-correcting mechanism intrinsic
to metallic standards–see, e.g., Fisher (1922) and Barro (1979)–with a negative
shock to the price level giving rise to both an increase in extraction activity, and a
switch of base metal from non-monetary to monetary uses. Finally, it is important
to stress that, in the short-run, the central banks of the countries that adhered to
t h eG o l dS t a n d a r dt e n d e dt os m o o t ht h ei m p a c to fc h a n g e si nt h es t o c ko fg o l do n
corresponding changes in the stock of base money, so that the short-run link be-
tween the two was not exactly one-to-one. (This argument, however, does not apply
to the United States, as the Federal Reserve System was founded in 1913, just a few
m o n t h sb e f o r et h ec o l l a p s eo ft h eG o l dS t andard.) So our assumption that the stock
of base money evolved according to an entirely exogenous process must necessarily
be regarded as an approximation. The main justication for adopting this approach
(essentially, a short-cut) is that a more satisfactory approach would have required
to set up a sticky-price DSGE model of a commodity standard, which is beyond the
scope of this paper.37
Table 15 reports the results for the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Sweden. In line with the previously discussed evidence for the European Monetary
Union, in ation-targeting regimes, and the new Swiss monetary regime, the evidence
reported in the table points towards very little persistence, with in ation very close
to being a purely forward-looking process.
4 Conclusions, and Directions for Future Research
Twelve years after the publication of Fuhrer and Moore (1995), a signicant portion
of the macroeconomic profession is still hard at work exploring new mechanisms to
make the in ation persistence found in post-WWII U.S. data structural, i.e. intrinsic
to the deep structure of the economy, and invariant to changes in the monetary
36See e.g. Barro (1979).
37An anonymous referee touched upon the issue of how a monetary rule specied in terms of the
rate of growth of a monetary aggregate guarantees equilibrium determinacy. Although I do not have
a formal proof of this, I suspect that a monetary rule of this kind–and even more, a money level
rule–is such to guarantee global equilibrium determinacy. At any rate, in estimation I programmed
the Random Walk Metropolis algorithm to automatically reject all draws which did not guarantee
equilibrium determinacy (i.e., uniqueness of the solution), so that, for the present purposes, this is
not an issue.23
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regime.38 Building on the experience of the European Monetary Union, in ation-
targeting regimes, the new Swiss monetary regime, and the Gold Standard, in this
paper, rst, we have documented the (near) white-noiseness of in a t i o ni nt h eU . K . ,
Canada, Sweden and New Zealand under in ation targeting; the near absence of serial
correlation under European Monetary Union and the new Swiss monetary regime;
and we have reasserted the well-known lack of serial correlation of in ation under the
Gold standard. Second, we have shown how estimates of the indexation parameter
in hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curves are extremely low or close to zero under
EMU, in ation-targeting regimes, the new Swiss regime, and the Gold standard.
These results question the notion that the intrinsic in ation persistence found in
post-WWII U.S. data–captured, in hybrid New Keynesian Phillips curves, by a
signicant extent of backward-looking indexation–is structural in the sense of Lucas
(1976). Further, they suggest that building in ation persistence in macroeconomic
models as a structural feature is potentially misleading. In particular, both assessing
alternative monetary regimes, and computing optimal monetary policies, based on
models featuring structural persistence might deliver incorrect results.
In terms of directions for future research, the results reported in this paper are, in
my view, indicative of a much deeper problem with DSGE models, which is starting
to get more and more recognized within the profession. The key rationale behind the
developement of such models was that, by capturing supposedly deep features of the
economy (preferences, technology, etc. ...) they should be, in principle, invulnerable to
the Lucas critique, and could therefore be used to compute optimal policies, assess the
desirability of alternative monetary regimes, etc. As Cogley (2007) put it, however,
‘Lucas (1976) said that Cowles Commission models are not structural, but he did not
say that DSGE models are.’ To put it dierently, up until very recently the fact that
DSGE models’ parameters are structural in the sense of Lucas (1976) has uniformly
been assumed, rather than tested. This paper has however conclusively demonstrated
such assumption to be mistaken for at least one crucial parameter, while the recent
work of Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramírez (2007) suggests that such problems
may aect, in principle, the entire structure of New Keynesian models. Finally, by the
very same token, the fact that New Keynesian models may suer from this problem
naturally suggests that the sticky-information general equilibrium models popularised
by Mankiw and Reis39 may suer, too, from structural instability of the parameters.
Given that macroeconomic models whose parameters are not structural in the sense
of Lucas (1976) are not much use, this naturally suggests that exploring the extent
to which general equilibrium models’ parameters are–or are not–structurally stable
across monetary regimes should feature high on the research agenda.
38See e.g. Sheedy (2007)
39See e.g. Mankiw and Reis (2002) and Mankiw and Reis (2007).24
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AT h e D a t a
A.1 Canada
A monthly seasonally unadjusted series for the consumer price index is from Statistics
Canada. Quarterly seasonally adjusted series for the GDP de ator and real GDP,
and a series for the Treasury Bill Rate are from the IMF’s IFS. The overall sample
period is 1957:1-2006:4.
A.2 Euro area
Quarterly seasonally adjusted series for real GDP, the consumption and GDP de a-
tors, and the short-term rate are from the European Central Bank’s database. The
sample period is 1970:1-2006:4.
A.3 France
Quarterly seasonally adjusted series for real GDP and the GDP de ator, and quarterly
seasonally unadjusted series for the CPI and the 3-month Treasury bill rate are from
the IMF’s IFS. The sample period is 1970:1-2006:4.
A.4 Germany
Quarterly seasonally adjusted series for real GDP and the GDP de ator, and quarterly
seasonally unadjusted series for the CPI and the government bond yield are from the
International Monetary Fund’s International Financial Statistics.T h es a m p l ep e r i o d
is 1960:1-2006:4. As for the discontinuity introduced by the German reunication, we
treated it in the following way. As for the output gap proxy, we HP-ltered the log
of real GDP by sub-sample (i.e., before and after the reunication) and we link the
two HP-ltered series. As for in ation rates, given that reunication creates a jump
in price indices, and therefore ‘spikes’ in in ation rates, we follow Stock and Watson
(2002) and we replace the observation corresponding to the spike with the median of
the 6 adjacent values. Finally, as for the government bond yield we do not adjust it
in any way.
A.5 Italy
A quarterly series for the government bond yield isfrom the IMF’s IFS (series’ code
is 13661...ZF...). A quarterly seasonally adjusted series for the GDP de ator is from
the BIS dataset. Finally, a quarterly seasonally adjusted series for real GDP is from
the OECD Economic Outloook (series acronym is: OEO.Q.ITA.GDPV). The sample
period is 1970:1-2007:2.31
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A.6 Japan
A quarterly seasonally adjusted series for real GDP, and quarterly seasonally unad-
justed series for the CPI and the discount rate (end of period) are from the IMF’s
IFS. The sample period is 1957:1-2006:4.
A.7 New Zealand
A quarterly seasonally unadjusted series for the consumer price index, available from
1925:3 to 2005:2, is from Statistics New Zealand. Quarterly seasonally adjusted series
for the GDP de ator and real GDP, and a series for the interest rate on 3 months
Treasury notes are from the IMF’s IFS. The dataset ends in 2007:1.
A.8 Sweden
A quarterly seasonally unadjusted series for the consumer price index, available from
1917:3 to 2005:4, is from Statistics Sweden. Quarterly seasonally adjusted series for the
GDP de ator and real GDP, and a series for the interest rate on 3 months Treasury
notes are from the IMF’s IFS. The dataset ends in 2006:4.
A.9 Switzerland
Quarterly seasonally adjusted series for real GDP and the GDP de ator, and quarterly
seasonally unadjusted series for the CPI and the 3-month Treasury bill rate are from
the IMF’s IFS. The sample period is 1970:1-2006:4.
A.10 United Kingdom
The price series are a small subset of the series analysed in Benati (2006), which we
updated for the most recent period. The annual composite price index, available for
the period 1750-2003, is from the O!ce for National Statistics (henceforth, ONS)–
see O’Donoghue, Goulding, and Allen (2004). A quarterly series for the GDP de ator
from the ONS is available since 1955:1. A GNP de ator series for the period 1830-1913
has been computed as the ratio between nominal and real GNP based on National
Accounts’ Tables 5 and 6 of Mitchell (1988). Monthly seasonally unadjusted series for
the retail price index are available from Table III.(11) of Capie and Webber (1985)
for the period July 1914-December 1982, and from the ONS for the period since June
1947. A monthly series for the CPI from the ONS is available since January 1975.
An annual series for real GNP, available for the period 1830-1913, is from Table
6 of Mitchell (1988). An annual series for the three-month rate for the period 1830-
1913 has been computed by linking Gurney’s rate for rst-class three-months bills
found in Mitchell (1988), available until 1844, and a three-months banks bills series
found again in Mitchell (1988) after that. An annual series for base money forthe32
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period 1833-1913 has been computed by linking the high-powered money series from
Human and Lothian (1980) and the base money series from Capie and Webber
(1985), available since 1870. A quarterly series for real GDP, available since 1955:1,
and a monthly series for the average discount rate on Treasury bills, available since
January 1963, are both from the ONS.
We construct the labor share measure as in Batini, Jackson, and Nickell (2005),
as the ratio of the total compensation of employees to nominal GDP at factor costs,
correcting both for self-employees’ jobs, and for the presence of the government sector.
(For a full description of the methodology and of the data sources, see the Appendix
in Batini, Jackson, and Nickell (2000).) Specically, the Batini et al.’s (2005) labor
share measure is dened as
vw =l n
½
[(HAEAw - NMXSw) · Aw]
(ABMLw - GGGVAw)
¾
where HAEAw is the compensation of employees (including the social contributions
payable by the employer); ABMLw is is gross value added at current prices, measured
at basic prices, excluding taxes less subsidies on products.; NMXSw is the compen-
sation of employees paid by the general government; and GGGVAw is a measure of
the part of gross value added attributable to the general government. When needed,
both monthly interest rate and price series have been converted to the quarterly fre-
quency by taking averages within the quarter and, respectively, by keeping the last
observation from each quarter.
A.11 United States
A monthly seasonally unadjusted series for the wholesale price index, all commodi-
ties, from Warren and Pearson (1933), is available from July 1748 to December 1932
(the periods March 1782-December 1784, January 1788-December 1788, and January
1792-March 1793 are missing). A monthly seasonally unadjusted ‘index of the general
price level’, available from January 1860 to November 1939, is from the NBER His-
torical Database on the web (the series’ NBER code is 04051; the original data are
from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York for the period 1860-1933, and from the
Monthly Review of Credit and Business Conditions after that). A quarterly seasonally
adjusted series for the GNP de ator has been constructed by linking the GNP de ator
series from Balke and Gordon (1986), appendix B, Table 2, available from 1875:1 to
1983:4, to the series for the GNP implicit price de ator from the U.S. Department of
Commerce’s Bureau of Economic Analysis (henceforth, BEA), which starts in 1947:1.
The overall sample period is 1875:1-2005:4 (specically, the linked series is made up of
the Balke-Gordon index up to 1946:4, and of the latter index after that).40 Am o n t h l y
40One possible problem with this series is that, over the period 1875-1946, it has been interpolated
via the Chow-Lin method, based on an annual GNP de ator series and a quarterly index for the
wholesale price level (see Balke and Gordon, 1986, ‘Section 2 Source Notes’, p. 809).33
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seasonally unadjusted series for the CPI for all urban consumers, all items (acronym
is CPIAUCNS), is from the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
(henceforth, BLS), and is available since January 1946. We linked this series to a sea-
sonally unadjusted series for the CPI, all items, from the NBER Historical Database
(NBER code is 04128)–specically, the overall linked series is made up of the series
from the NBER database up to December 1945, and of the series from the BLS after
that. The overall sample period is January 1913-December 2005. The corresponding
seasonally adjusted series has been constructed by linking the seasonally adjusted se-
ries for the CPI for all urban consumers from the BLS (CPIAUCSL), available since
January 1947, to series 04128 from the NBER Historical Database after adjusting it
via ARIMA X-12. The seasonally adjusted series for the GDP and the PCE de ators,
both available for the period 1947:1-2005:4, are from the BEA.









Unambiguous Labor Income + Private Share Supplements
GDP - Ambiguous Labor Income - Government Labor Income
¸
Following Groen and Mumtaz (2007), ‘Unambiguous Labour Income’ is given by
‘wages and salary accruals, other’ (row B203RC1, Table 1.12 in the NIPA); ‘Private
Share Supplements’ is equal to ‘supplements to wages and salaries’ (row A038RC1,
Table 1.12 in NIPA) times the ratio of ‘wages and salary accruals, other’ (row
B203RC1, Table 1.12 in NIPA) to ‘wages and salary accruals’ (row A034RC1, Table
1.12 in NIPA); GDP is nominal GDP (row A191RC1, Table 1.1.5 in NIPA); ‘Ambigu-
ous Labour Income’ equals the sum of ‘Proprietors’ income with IVA and CCAdj’
(row A041RC1, Table 1.12 in NIPA).and the dierence between nominal GDP (row
A191RC1, Table 1.1.5 in NIPA) and national income (row A032RC1, Table 1.12 in
NIPA); ‘Government Labor Income’ equals the sum of ‘Wages and salary accruals,
government’ (row A553RC1, Table 1.12 in NIPA).and ‘Supplements to wages and
salaries’ (row A038RC1, Table 1.12 in NIPA) times the ratio of ‘wages and salary
accruals, government’ (row A553RC1, Table 1.12 in NIPA) to ‘wages and salary ac-
cruals’ (row A034RC1, Table 1.12 in NIPA).
As for the Gold Standard period, we approximate the output gap by the HP-
ltered logarithm of the real GNP series from Balke and Gordon (1986), appendix B,
Table 2. As for the post-WWII period, we compute it as the dierence between the
logarithms of GDPC1 (‘Real Gross Domestic Product, 1 Decimal’), from the BEA,
and GDPPOT (‘Real Potential Gross Domestic Product’) from the Congressional
Budget O!ce.
The interest rate is the Federal Funds rate from the Federal Reserve Board for the
post-WWII period, and the commercial paper rate from Balke and Gordon (1986),
appendix B, Table 2 for the Gold Standard. Finally, the base money series for the
Gold Gold Standard is again from Balke and Gordon (1986), appendix B, Table 2.34
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The analysis in the paper is entirely based on quarterly in ation rates. In the case
of series originally available at the monthly frequencies, the relevant price indices have
been converted to the quarterly frequency by keeping the last observation from each
quarter.
When neeeded, CPI series have been seasonally adjusted via the ARIMA X-12
procedure as implemented in Eviews.
B Identifying Monetary Regimes
This appendix discusses and motivates our choices of how to break the overall sample
p e r i o d sb ym o n e t a r yr e g i m e s .
B.1 Euro area, France, Germany, and Italy
For the Euro area, France, Germany, and Italy we divide the post-WWII era into the
following regimes/periods.
• The Bretton Woods regime, from December 18, 1946 up to August 15, 1971.
• The period betwen the collapse of Bretton Woods and the start of European
Monetary Union, on January 1, 1999. For Germany, we consider the period
between August 15, 1971 and on October 3, 1990, the date of the reunication.
• European Monetary Union.
B.2 United States
We consider the following breakdown of the overall sample period.
• De facto silver standard: from the U.S. Congress’ ‘Mint and Coinage Act’ of
April 2, 1792, up to the ‘Act Regulating the Gold Content of U.S. Coins’ of
June 28, 1834. The former act established a bimetallic standard based on gold
and silver, with a legal mint ratio of gold to silver of 15:1. At this ratio gold was
undervalued at the mint compared with its market price, and the system soon
degenerated into a de facto silver standard. The act of 1834 changed the mint
ratio to 16:1, with the result that gold became now overvalued at the mint, and
the U.S. switched to a de facto gold standard.
• De facto gold standard: from June 28, 1834 up to December 30, 1861, when,
following the outbreak of the Civil War, the Treasury suspended convertibility
of its notes into gold.41
41Although the Civil War had already started on April 12, 1861–the date of the attack on Fort35
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• The greenback period: from December 30, 1861 until the gold standard resump-
tion, on January 2, 1879.
• Classical Gold Standard: from January 2, 1879 up to the beginning of WWI,
on August 6, 1914.
• The interwar period, from November 11, 1918, when Germany signed the armistice
agreement with the Allies, up to the Declaration of War on Japan, on Decem-
ber 8, 1941. An obvious objection to such a choice is that a more appropriate
breakdown of the interwar era would distinguish between the two sub-periods
preceding and respectively following April 19, 1933, when President Roosevelt
took the dollar o gold.42 In what follows we therefore also report results for
the sub-period November 1918-April 1933, which, following Meltzer (1986), we
label as ‘gold exchange standard with a central bank’.43
• The Bretton Woods regime, from December 18, 1946, the date in which the
32 member countries declared their par values vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar, up to
August 15, 1971, when President Nixon nally closed the ‘gold window’. An
objection to adopting December 1946 as its o!cial starting date of the Bretton
Woods regime is that, until the Treasury-Federal Reserve accord of March 4,
1951, the FED was legally obliged to support the market for U.S. government’s
bonds, and could not therefore follow an independent monetary policy. In what
follows we therefore also report results for the 1951-1971 sub-period.
• The Great In ation episode, from the the collapse of Bretton Woods up to
the end of the Volcker stabilisation, which, following, e.g., Clarida, Gali, and
Gertler (2000), we date in the fourth quarter of 1982.
• The period following the Volcker stabilisation.
B.3 United Kingdom
Following Benati (2006), we divide the overall sample period into the following mon-
etary regimes/historical periods.
Sumter on the part of Confederate troops–as pointed out by, e.g., O!cer (1981), it was only at the
end of December 1861 that, in the northern states, ‘almost all banks ceased to convert their notes
and deposits into gold coin’, while on December 30 the Treasury ‘suspended the rights of holders of
its demand notes to redeem the notes in gold’.
42See Eichengreen (1992).
43See Meltzer (1986, Table 4.1), although he adopts slightly dierent beginning and end dates.
On the other hand, we ignore the period between the  oating of the dollar and the declaration of
war on Japan because of its comparatively short length.36
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• De facto gold standard, from 171844 up until the beginning of the suspension
period associated with the wars with France, on February 26, 1797.
• De jure gold standard: from the gold standard o!cial resumption, on May 1,
1821, up to the beginning of the second suspension period associated with the
outbreak of WWI, on August 6, 1914.
• Interwar period: from the constitution of the Irish Free State as a British do-
minion,45 on December 6, 1921, to the U.K.’s declaration of war on Germany,
on September 3, 1939.
• Bretton Woods regime: from December 18, 1946 up to the  oating of the pound
vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar, on June 23, 1972.
• From June 23, 1972 to the introduction of in ation targeting, on 8 October
1992. An obvious objection to treating the 1972-1992 period as a single ‘regime’
is that it was characterised by a succession of several dierent frameworks and
arrangements: the period of monetary targets; a brief period without any clearly
dened monetary policy strategy; then the period of shadowing the Deutsche
Mark; and nally, membership of the European Monetary System (EMS). The
key reason behind our choice is simply a practical one: given the frequency of
the changes in the monetary framework, breaking the sample period every few
years would have made it impossible to perform any econometric analysis.
• In ation targeting regime: from 8 October 1992 to the present.
B.4 Canada, Sweden, and New Zealand
As for Canada, Sweden, and New Zealand, we consider the following regimes/periods.
• Interwar period, from the armistice of November 11, 1918, up to WWII. In par-
ticular, for New Zealand and Canada we consider the date of their declaration
of war on Germany, September 3 and September 10, 1939, respectively. As for
Sweden, which was neutral during the war, we preferred to exclude the WWII
years for reasons of consistency with the other countries, and we therefore end
the interwar period in September 1939.
• The Bretton Woods regime, from December 18, 1946 to August 15, 1971, the
exception being Sweden, which joined Bretton Woods on November 5, 1951.46
44In 1717 the United Kingdom accidentally switched from a de facto silver standard to a de facto
gold standard due to a mistake of the then Master of the Mint, Sir Isaac Newton, in xing the o!cial
parity between gold and silver (the switch was therefore due to the operation of Gresham’s law).
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The case of Canada is unfortunately problematic, as it suspended the par value,
thus allowing the Canadian dollar to  oat, on September 30, 1950, re-entering
the system at a new parity on May 2, 1962. For practical reasons, in what
follows we are going to treat the period between 1946 and 1971, for Canada, as
a unique ‘regime/period’, but it is important to keep in mind that it comprises
several alternative arrangements.
• The period between the collapse of Bretton Woods and the introduction of
in ation targeting: on January 15, 1993 in Sweden; on February 1, 1990 in New
Zealand; and on February 26, 1991 in Canada.
• The in ation targeting regime.
B.5 Switzerland
We consider the following regimes/periods.
• Bretton Woods, dened as for the Euro area.
• The period between the collapse of Bretton Woods and the introduction of the
new ‘monetary policy concept’, on January 1, 2000.
• The post-January 2000 regime.
B.6 Japan
As for Japan, we consider the Bretton Woods and the post-Bretton Woods periods,
and the period following the end of the Great In ation episode, which we set to
January 1983-present.
C Deconvoluting the Probability Density Function
of the Hansen (1999) ‘Grid Bootstrap’ Median-
Unbiased Estimate of 
This appendix describes the procedure we use to deconvolute the probability den-
sity function of the Hansen (1999) ‘grid bootstrap’ median-unbiased estimate of .47
Following Hansen (1999, section III.A), based on the augmented Dickey-Fuller form
of (1) we simulate the sampling distribution of the w-statistic w=(ˆ -)/ˆ V(ˆ )–where
47The procedure described herein is conceptually very similar to the one I used in Benati (2007)
to deconvolute the probability density functions of the Stock and Watson (1996) and Stock and
Watson (1998) time-varying parameters median-unbiased estimates of .38
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ˆ  is the simple (i.e., not median-unbiased) OLS estimate of ,a n dˆ V(ˆ ) is its esti-
mated standard error–over a grid of possible values [ˆ -4ˆ V(ˆ ); ˆ +4ˆ V(ˆ )],w i t hs t e p
increments equal to 0.01.48 For future reference, let’s dene the grid as O.B a s e do n
the bootstrapped distribution of the w-statistic, and following the procedure for the
construction of a (1-)% condence interval for the median-unbiased estimate of 
(henceforth, ˆ PXE), detailed in Hansen (1999, section III.A), we then identify the
cuto points of the percentiles of the cumulative density function (CDF) of ˆ PXE
over the domain O. Finally, we t a logistic function to the CDF of ˆ PXE via non-
linear least squares, and we compute the implied estimate of the probability density
function of ˆ PXE, scaling its elements so that they sum up to one.
D Two Technical Aspects of the Bayesian Estima-
tion Procedure
This appendix discusses in detail two technical aspects the Bayesian estimation pro-
cedure.
D.1 Numerical maximisation of the log posterior
We numerically maximise the log posterior–dened as ln O(|\ )+l nS(), where
 is the vector collecting the model’s structural parameters, O(|\ ) is the likelihood
of  conditional on the data, and S()i st h ep r i o r – via simulated annealing. Fol-
lowing Goe, Ferrier, and Rogers (1994) we implement simulated annealing via the
algorithm proposed by Corana, Marchesi, Martini, and Ridella (1987), setting the
key parameters to W0=100,000, uW=0.9, Qw=5, Qv=20, =1036, Q=4, where W0 is
the initial temperature, uW is the temperature reduction factor, Qw is the number of
times the algorithm goes through the Qv loops before the temperature starts being
reduced, Qv is the number of times the algorithm goes through the function before
adjusting the stepsize,  is the convergence (tolerance) criterion, and Q is number of
times convergence is achieved before the algorithm stops. Finally, initial conditions
were chosen stochastically by the algorithm itself, while the maximum number of
functions evaluations, set to 1,000,000, was never achieved.
D.2 Calibrating the covariance matrix scale factor
A key problem in implementing Metropolis algorithms is how to calibrate the covari-
ance matrix’s scale factor–the parameter f in subsection 2.2.2–in order to achieve
an acceptance rate of the draws close to the ideal one (in high dimensions) of 0.23.
Typically the problem is tackled by starting with some ‘reasonable’ value for f,a n d
adjusting it after a certain number of iterations during the initial burn-in period.
48For each of the possible values in the grid, we consider 1,999 replications.39
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Specically, given that the draws’ acceptance rate is decreasing in f, f gets increased
(decreased) if the initial acceptance rate was too high (low). A problem with this
approach is that it does not guarantee that after the adjustment the acceptance rate
will be reasonably close to the ideal one. The approach for calibrating f used in this
paper, on the other hand, is based on the idea of estimating a reasonably good ap-
proximation to the inverse relationship between f and the acceptance rate by running
a pre-burn-in sample. Specically, let C be a grid of possible values for f–in what
follows, we consider a grid over the interval [0.1, 1] with increments equal to 0.05.
For each single value of f in the grid–call it fm–we run n draws of the RWM algo-
rithm as described in section 2.2.2, storing, for each fm, the corresponding fraction of
accepted draws, im.W et h e nt a third-order polynomial to the im’s via least squares,
and letting ˆ d0, ˆ d1, ˆ d2,a n dˆ d3 be the estimated coe!cients, we choose f by solving nu-
merically the equation ˆ d0+ˆ d1f+ˆ d2f2+ˆ d3f3=0.23. As the fractions of accepted draws
reported in Tables 12 and 15 shows, the procedure works quite remarkably well in
the vast majority of cases.40
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Table 12 (continued) Post-WWII era, Bayesian estimates of the
New Keynesian model’s structural parameters, posterior mode
and 90%-coverage percentiles
United States Japan Switzerland
Full sample
U 0.927 [0.882; 1.040] 0.509 [2.447; 0.339] 0.338 [0.297; 0.397]
 0.777 [0.721; 0.854] 0.465 [2.213; 0.233] 2.959 [2.581; 3.771]
| 0.186 [0.149; 0.238] 0.566 [2.768; 0.461] 0.237 [0.149; 0.370]
 0.024 [0.02; 0.032] 0.037 [0.026; 0.055] 0.046 [0.027; 0.070]
 25.748 [21.587; 37.114] 25.255 [18.589; 34.257] 14.873 [10.517; 25.855]
 0.908 [0.836; 0.972] 0.666 [0.552; 0.758] 0.377 [0.156; 0.510]
 0.690 [0.637; 0.787] 1.000 [0.917; 0.999] 1.000 [0.754; 0.994]
 0.827 [0.774; 0.857] 0.935 [0.918; 0.950] 0.958 [0.941; 0.973]
! 1.456 [1.308; 1.667] 0.990 [0.905; 1.191] 0.927 [0.742; 1.183]
!| 0.708 [0.531; 1.118] 1.417 [0.929; 2.155] 1.698 [1.130; 2.769]
U 0.182 [0.080; 0.309] 0.219 [0.099; 0.353] 0.180 [0.068; 0.392]
| 0.794 [0.667; 0.833] 0.779 [0.666; 0.845] 0.797 [0.677; 0.904]
Fraction of
accepted draws 0.243 0.266 0.323
After the Volcker After the New Monetary
stabilisation Great In ation Regime
U 0.667 [0.607; 0.799] 0.501 [1.122; 0.1258] 0.401 [1.453; 0.295]
 0.626 [0.567; 0.797] 0.451 [1.025; 0.0966] 0.340 [1.219; 0.227]
| 0.172 [0.142; 0.241] 0.594 [1.349; 0.2112] 0.620 [2.073; 0.498]
 0.034 [0.025; 0.047] 0.052 [0.037; 0.0669] 0.050 [0.035; 0.068]
 7.248 [5.329; 11.384] 9.945 [5.875; 18.0949] 6.893 [3.914; 12.711]
 0.619 [0.363; 0.962] 0.457 [0.301; 0.6750] 0.013 [0.006; 0.220]
 0.774 [0.677; 0.877] 1.000 [0.814; 0.9957] 0.366 [0.340; 0.561]
 0.808 [0.760; 0.861] 0.874 [0.825; 0.9019] 0.879 [0.784; 0.920]
! 1.814 [1.436; 2.359] 1.243 [1.064; 1.6039] 1.379 [1.039; 1.807]
!| 0.688 [0.446; 1.217] 0.794 [0.531; 1.4003] 0.792 [0.418; 1.347]
U 0.374 [0.251; 0.536] 0.091 [0.032; 0.2855] 0.096 [0.029; 0.420]
| 0.832 [0.762; 0.891] 0.849 [0.774; 0.9435] 0.333 [0.128; 0.656]
Fraction of
accepted draws 0.231 0.230 0.24850
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